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Executive Summary
A community-owned energy cooperative is the best way to address current and future energy needs
for Martha’s Vineyard. A cooperative will make it possible to stabilize and minimize electrical costs
for Island member-owners while dramatically reducing the Island's carbon footprint. The Energy
portion of the Island Plan, created in 2007 as part of an overall master plan for the island, outlined
the need for island-based generation of renewable energy as key to providing stable, reliable, low
impact and economically viable electricity for Island users over the next 50 years. To meet these
renewable energy needs, Vineyard Power (VP) is this community-owned cooperative energy utility.
VP needs $200,000 in working capital to continue educating island residents, recruiting members,
refining financial, legal and technical details and measuring support within the community. VP
revenue is derived from member fees and a modest investment program. It is operating as a legal
entity with distinct leadership and community ownership.
Any VP net revenue will be invested in new capacity, load management or distributed as reduced
rates to members for electric energy.
An ownership stake in VP will cost Vineyard member-owners as little as $100 in the summer of
2010 and as much as $975 for those who wait until 2016. The economic benefits of cooperative
membership begin with stabilized electricity prices by 2015 and then significantly lower prices after
the initial financing period. No other investment will be required for member-owners to reap the
benefits of cooperative rates.
The following document is a comprehensive business plan detailing why the Vineyard Power was
incorporated and how it will function.
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A. Smart, Clean, Local Energy
Martha’s Vineyard is a special place. Living on an island emphasizes residents’ resourcefulness and
self-sufficiency. Preserving our unique island and way of life is an important community value for
all of us.
We import all our energy through undersea electric cables or by boat. Most of it pollutes; all of it is
expensive and unreliable. To gain independence and control over our future, major renewable
energy initiatives are required.
The Vineyard Energy Project (VEP) proposed the establishment of a community-owned energy
cooperative as the best way to address both current and future energy needs for Martha’s Vineyard.
A cooperative would make it possible to stabilize and minimize energy costs for Island memberowners, while dramatically reducing the Island's carbon footprint. We call this new entity Vineyard
Power (VP).
One of the most important tenets of the cooperative utility model is that we, on Martha’s Vineyard,
can control the sources of our electricity. Self-determination will result in reliability of electricity
supply, price stability and lower costs, as well as economic stimulus: all culminating in a stronger
community and substantial savings for member-owners of the cooperative utility.
There are a number of successful examples of community-owned renewable energy cooperatives.
Samso, a Danish island, has become completely carbon neutral by providing for community
ownership of large-scale wind power generation and other sources of renewable energy. The Fox
Island's Electrical Cooperative in Maine gets most of its power from three 1.5 MW communityowned wind turbines. These varied locations demonstrate that local ownership can produce both
wide spread community support and benefit.
Samso has also demonstrated many adjunct rewards from its renewable energy initiatives. Citizens
of Samso are mainly farmers and working families. In the early 1990s, they had no particular
philosophical reason for “going green.” But they did endorse the concept of local ownership. As
other benefits of generating renewable energy have evolved, there is now enthusiastic island
endorsement. Economic rewards have grown as well-paying jobs have been created. Being carbon
neutral and net energy exporters has fueled not only a “media invasion”, but also has attracted
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tourists with an eco-bent. Closer to home, the Town of Hull reports a similar level of enthusiasm for
their wind turbines.
Island communities make good models for others to follow. There is not only interest in what
Martha’s Vineyard is doing; others feel that an island experiment with its defined borders can be a
“pure” experiment, a working laboratory for energy technologies that are worth replicating.

B. The Cooperative Utility
1. Concept
Membership in Vineyard Power, an energy cooperative is open to electric ratepayers on Martha's
Vineyard in return for a one-time fee. Join early and the fee is as low as $100; wait until VP is up
and running and the fee will be as high as $975 – but no higher. Upon joining the cooperative, each
member-owner will designate VP as its electric energy supplier in much the same way customers
now choose the Cape Light Compact, Dominion or another supplier. The member-owners of VP will
periodically elect directors at large who set policy and hire staff.
VP will be a professionally managed utility accountable solely to its members. It will design,
construct, operate and maintain large renewable energy systems generating electricity for its
members, selling the excess on the grid and buying what’s needed when the wind is insufficient to
supply all that members need. Members would see no disruption in their electric service from NStar.
The membership funds will be used to leverage federal tax credits (or their monetized equivalent),
grants, low interest USDA loans, federal stimulus funding and proceeds from the sale of renewable
energy credits to finance VP. Any net revenue will be invested in new capacity, load management
that will create additional savings or distributed to members in the form of reduced electric rates.
Financial modeling indicates that within a year of the wind project commissioning, member-owners
will be saving $500 annually in electricity costs. These substantial savings will accrue with the only
individual cost being the original member-owner investment. The cooperative envisions off-shore
wind turbines to be its primary source based on the state of the art today but any practical technology
with equivalent financial viability will be considered.
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VP launched in late 2009 and is moving ahead with its first large scale off shore wind project.. A
load management pilot in partnership with General Electric is working out how demand and price
response strategies can further reduce energy costs and carbon emissions.

2. Goals
VP’s long-range objective is to enroll all Vineyard ratepayers as member-owners and to use
offshore wind to provide the bulk of the Vineyard's electrical power so as to:
•

Ensure a reliable, locally controlled electricity supply

•

Minimize and stabilize the price of electricity

•

Convert 3/4 of Island energy use to renewable sources

•

Eliminate 80% of the Vineyard's carbon footprint

C. How Does VP Work?
1. The Energy Market
i. Structure
Martha's Vineyard imports almost all its energy from natural gas, coal, oil, nuclear, and
hydroelectric sources. Most of the Island’s energy is burned in off-island power plants to make our
electricity or burned on the island for heating and transportation. The Vineyard is at the end of the
energy supply chain.
A handful of companies, including RM Packer, Vineyard Propane and Amerigas, import, store and
distribute gasoline, oil and propane. Although predicted loads anticipate conversion from these fuels
to electric vehicles and heat pumps, VP will not directly affect these markets.
NSTAR brings power to the Island from two Falmouth substations in four 25 kiloVolt (kV) undersea
cables; two are rated today at 17 Megawatts (MW), one at 22 MW and the fourth (de-rated recently)
at 8 MW. In all, our practical undersea capacity is 64 MW. With the exception of July and August,
this is more than enough to meet the Island’s requirements. By 2020, summer load may require
another cable at a cost of about $15M. The incoming power is transformed to 5 kV for distribution
to most of the Island. In 2008, there were 19,270 electric meters on Martha’s Vineyard. That
number has been growing by about 100 per year for the last five years. The sole distribution
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provider for the Island is NStar. In return for that monopoly, NStar is regulated by the
Commonwealth. The cost of maintaining the wires and the losses inherent in transporting electricity
is passed along, with a fixed profit margin, in the transmission and distribution (T&D) charges that
comprise about 40% of residential NStar bills. Because of the distance and undersea cables and
because Island usage is concentrated in the summer, Vineyarders pay more per kWh for T&D than
the average mainland customer.
NSTAR will continue to be the distribution provider for Martha’s Vineyard ratepayers after they
elect to become VP members.
NStar is a distribution utility and as such is prohibited in the deregulated market from generating
electricity. It draws power from the New England grid, a network of high-voltage transmission
wires and switches. Energy suppliers, like Dominion or Constellation Energy, generate electricity
and send it onto the grid to be distributed to their customers. Consumers have a choice of energy
suppliers. The grid is a virtual power exchange managed by an Independent System Operator (ISO)
that is responsible for balancing supply with load and contracting for generation to maintain
sufficient reliability at the lowest overall cost. Energy suppliers can sell power via long term
contracts at fixed prices, risk selling at the hourly market price or hedge their bets somewhere in
between. The ISO conducts regular auctions as the basis for contracts and publishes hourly actual
and predicted spot prices1 on the web. The cost of fuel, operation and maintenance required to
generate electricity is passed along, with a profit, in the energy charge comprising about 60% of our
NStar bills. There is no significant difference in the energy charge for Vineyarders and mainland
customers.
Similar to other energy suppliers, VP will feed electricity onto the grid but will designate its
renewable power be distributed to VP member-owners at a retail rate set by those members.
NSTAR has verbally agreed to distribute, meter and bill for this electricity in the same way that it
does for Dominion, the Cape Light Compact and other suppliers.

1

The equivalent of NYSE publishing stock prices that induce buy-sell transactions and set the price
of stock traded at that moment.
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VP expects to negotiate a contract with a mainland generating company who needs our power to
meet its mandated renewable goals.

This arrangement will allow VP to sell excess renewable

energy and buy supplemental energy at comparable rates when the cooperative cannot meet its
members’ demand.

ii. MV Electric Load
NSTAR recorded our peak load of 54 MW in late July 2005 at the height of the summer season.
With population growth and changes anticipated from increased efficiency and a shift to heat pumps
and electric vehicles discussed below, the Island Plan estimated peak demand will grow to 65 MW
by 2025 and reach 80 MW by 2050.
NSTAR furnished data on monthly kWh sold to the Island in 2006 through 2008. As expected and
shown in the table below for 2008, summer consumption is double what it is in spring or fall months.

iii. Growth and Efficiency
The Island Plan, developed collaboratively in 2007 by the Martha’s Vineyard Commission and
community leaders, calls for local renewable energy systems that will reduce both the Island's
reliance on imported energy and our carbon footprint by reducing emissions of greenhouse gases.
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VP represents the realization of several key Island Plan goals. Appendix E is an excerpt from the
Energy & Waste Group’s Analysis and Recommendation.
Those recommendations call for improving energy efficiency, converting our building heat to
electric heat pumps and replacing most Island vehicles with plug-in electric drive.
•

Heat pumps are air conditioners that heat and cool buildings. These electric appliances
operate at more than double the efficiency of gas/oil fired heating appliances and, if powered
by renewable sources, eliminate fossil fuel use entirely. In new construction and major
renovation, radiant floor coils powered by smart grid controlled heat pumps and storage tanks
could heat and cool at less than half the cost of existing buildings' energy use -- a powerful
incentive to switch when building anew or replacing a worn out furnace.

•

Electric vehicles with about 120 miles of range and extended battery life are projected to
come to market in the next decade. With a heavy national concentration on improving
battery technology, these electric vehicles will offer the opportunity for storage, allowing VP
to keep excess renewable energy on Island in our cars for use at a time of greater need. VP
may provide financial incentive for its members to switch to electric vehicles by paying for
the use of electrical vehicle batteries as storage units. This incentive, the price of gasoline,
the driving cost reduction (about 40%) and the short driving distances on the Island should
make plug-in electrics an attractive alternative as gas-guzzlers wear out.

Assuming 7,000 vehicles on Island (about half of them) are converted by 2050 and their required
range between charges is 60 miles, the spare capacity can hold 500 MWh -- 7 hours at 60 MW of
wind power. This power will be fed back to members' buildings when the wind dies down, at an
average rate of about 10 MW over as much as 50 hours. Using these load management and storage
tactics, VP expects to be able to use 70% of the wind turbine output on island by 2050, exporting
enough to offset carbon emissions from the fossil fuels we still use on Island.
If successful, the Vineyard will see an annual decrease in oil/propane use and an increase in electric
load that saves more than two million dollars annually. And, as shown below, with more of that
electric load during the winter, the Island's energy use profile becomes a closer match to our wind
resource.
The projected electrical energy profile for 2025, the horizon of this business plan, is shown in the
table below. Appendix F explores the projected 2025 load in more detail.
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iv. Price
1. Retail
The retail price of energy has increased steadily for the past two decades. According to the Energy
Information Administration (EIA), the average retail price of residential electricity in Massachusetts
more than doubled from 1990 to 2009 -- from 8.8 ¢/kWh to 17.9 ¢/kWh. Here on the Vineyard, the
2009
Delivery
9.3
Energy
12.5
Total
21.8

2008
8.8
10.7
19.5

2007
8.4
9.4
17.8

2006
8.1
8.8
16.9

corresponding 2009 price was 21.8 ¢/kWh,
reflecting the added cost of delivery to the island.
Since 2006, the variation in the adjacent table shows
the average annual increase has been almost 5% for

delivery (mostly transmission and distribution) and over 12% for energy. The big jump in energy
price in 2009 reflects the run-up in fuel prices prior to late 2008. As predicted by EIA, we have
experienced a reduction in 2010 to about 17 ¢/kWh but can expect a return to earlier escalation rates
as the world economy restores demand. Historically, that has been about 6% annually but future
energy prices are very difficult to predict. Taking what we think is a very conservative position, our
financial analyses assumes a 2012 retail energy price of 11.5 ¢/kWh (about 1 cent below the 2009
price). As a result, these projections almost certainly understate early savings potential.
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We anticipate that the manner in which distribution charges are now allocated will change by 2012
when such charges will be uncoupled from energy use and based on utilization of network assets
(peak demand). This fundamental change in the way distribution companies like NSTAR earn
revenue is an important source of additional savings for VP because it plans to store excess
renewable energy during off peak periods and actively manage member load. For now, however, the
business plan is constructed without it. VP will reduce only the energy charge; members and nonmembers alike will continue to pay whatever state regulators allow NStar to charge for delivery.
2. Wholesale
Most of VP’s revenue
comes from direct retail
sales to member-owners,
but the cooperative must
buy power when the wind
is insufficient to satisfy
member load and sell the
surplus when it generates
more than members need. The price of those transactions is determined by the local marginal
wholesale price, also known as the spot market price. Since the market was deregulated, the average
spot price has increased steadily at about the same rate as the retail price but, in contrast to the fixed
retail price, the spot price varies continually with system load (from 4 to 20 cents per kWh in 2008).
The timing of wholesale transactions, therefore, is very important. For example, the adjacent graph
shows the spot price variation during a typical February day in 2008. The wind was blowing pretty
hard so VP would have had to sell 154 MWh that day. If the entire transaction occurred at 5 am, VP
would earn $9,000. At midday, it would earn $20,000.
While the average price may go up or down, we anticipate that the spot price variation pattern will
persist at the spread we see today and that VP can rely on additional revenue if it can shift member
load from high price periods to low (generally, day to night) and/or store excess wind energy during
low price periods for release when the price is high. This is the load management aspect of the
business and the focus of the load management pilot described below. In the early years, however,
12

Vineyard Power will hedge against spot price variation by negotiating a trading arrangement with a
conventional electricity supplier at a fixed buy and sell price. We estimate the premium (buy vs sell
price) to be about 1¢ per kWh.

2. Wind Power
i. Wind Resource
The velocity and persistence of the wind at the actual site is a crucial component of the economic
viability of a wind development project. 2
Experience with turbines and meteorological towers on the Vineyard have proven that we have a
strong onshore wind resource. Due to less turbulence and friction, offshore wind is steadier and
stronger than onshore wind. Current available data of scattered offshore anemometers and state
wind maps indicate that the wind around Martha’s Vineyard is strong and will justify VP’s offshore
wind development plans. A wind map from the National Renewable Energy Lab (“NREL”)
classifies all open water to the east, southeast and south of the Vineyard as either “Excellent”
(between 7.5 and 8 meters per second at 50 meters altitude) or “Outstanding” (between 8.0 and 8.8
meters per second). None of this indirect evidence is conclusive, however, as it is not specific to an
actual site.
Using available wind information sources, seabed maps, lease rights, etc, VP will determine the best
site for its first offshore wind development. By 2012, a meteorological monitoring buoy will be
deployed to record actual wind speed for a year. That data will confirm that the specific site is
economically viable before we commit to detailed design or permitting. We estimate the cost to
reach this point in the analysis will be $1.1M. However, based on NREL surveys and the other data
we cited above, it is almost certain that wind speed and duration at any wind turbine site off the
south or southeast side of Martha’s Vineyard will be equal to or slightly better than what it is at the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration buoy in Buzzard’s Bay, the source of the closest
complete offshore wind data publicly available. We emphasize here that the NOAA buoy is a proxy
site for justifying the preliminary investment needed to start up VP, do the site qualification work
and collect the actual wind data at the site. The data from this buoy will NOT be used to justify the
full design and construction.
2

The power generated by wind is nearly proportional to the cube of the wind velocity. Small
differences in wind speed have a big effect on power output and the bottom line.
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Wind speed data collected at the anemometer on the Buzzard’s Bay buoy indicates that a NORDEX
N80 2.5 MW wind turbine generator at that location would be financially viable.3 The table and
graph below illustrate how that is distributed monthly and emphasizes the seasonal nature of the
resource. We used the NORDEX machine because it is at the small end of the offshore size range
(bigger will be more efficient) and because we had detailed power curve and cost data on this
particular model.

3

The methodology is taken from the Wind Analysis Program published in 2005 by the Idaho
National Laboratory and uses a conservative average wind shear exponential coefficient of 0.12.
Actual wind shear is a local phenomenon and, although it is less variable at sea, could easily affect
the altitude-adjusted speed calculation by +10%. See Appendix G for details. Aggregating the
adjusted wind data by month and applying it to the manufacturer’s power curve for one NORDEX
N80 wind turbine results in projected generation of 7,512 MWh per year in AC power at the NStar
interconnect meter.
14

Diurnal variation is minor during the winter but is significant during the summer. In August 2008,
average wind speed at the buoy was 4.7 m/sec between midnight and 8 am; it was 5.0 m/sec during
the day from 8 am to 6 pm and 5.7 m/sec from 6 pm to midnight. Those speeds correspond to power
outputs from a single NORDEX N80 of 195, 255 and 382 kW respectively. Comparing the seasonal
and diurnal wind patterns with the load patterns described above highlights the timing mismatch
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between wind power and local load on Martha’s Vineyard. We can generate the most power when
we use it the least.

ii. Load Balancing
Wind power generators must provide for the fact that availability of their energy source is
intermittent and somewhat unpredictable. There are several choices. The easiest is to limit capacity
to an “inside-the-fence” application where the power produced is entirely consumed on the customer
side of the meter. In this case, the wind power simply displaces purchased power whenever it is
available. That approach usually leads to a very small installation. A second approach is to take
advantage of “net metering” provisions offered by most utilities whereby excess wind power spins
the customer electric meter backward with any excess at the end of the month purchased by the
utility at low wholesale rates. In Massachusetts that has been expanded to annual net metering in
recognition of the seasonal variation of both wind and solar energy. Annual net metering at
prevailing retail rates – including delivery charges – is very attractive and can usually sustain
municipal scale projects. However, reimbursement at the full retail rate shortchanges the delivering
utility (NStar in our case) and cannot be sustained if a significant amount of power is delivered into
the system this way.
VP will employ a third approach by taking on the responsibility for buying and selling power to
balance wind generation with member load. This eliminates the system constraints and makes NStar
indifferent to the source of energy delivered to VP members. Initially, VP will contract with a
conventional electricity generator to purchase its excess power and make up the difference when the
wind cannot meet the membership load.
But eventually, this arrangement will provide incentive to manage both the supply and load sides
with intelligent storage and controls.
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3. Pilot Projects
VP needs to test load management for renewable energy balancing and as a secondary business
tactic. The daily and seasonal pattern of electricity use and real time price creates the potential for
cost reduction by aggregating load and postponing, storing and transferring it automatically. With a
Department of Energy grant for $786,000, VP has already initiated this segment of its pilot program.
The load management pilot will be a local “smart grid” in a representative sample of member
households using its own communications to manage electrical use in response to energy availability
and spot market price.4 Battery capacity in electric vehicles will be another resource in the mix in
the future and the pilot will be designed to accommodate and evaluate that eventuality.
Our smart grid consists of two-way communications between small household computers and a
central load management computer enabling rapid response to real time power price. When
wholesale power is expensive because there is no wind or mainland demand is high, significant
electric appliances like hot water heaters are shut off. Conversely, when power is cheap at night or
when the wind is plentiful, discretionary loads like battery charging are turned on.
A faster response market exists for frequency regulation, newly opened to demand response
resources like ours. If practical, VP will engage in that lucrative practice as well.
VP will install customer portals, interior network nodes and smart appliances. General Electric
Energy Division will supply discounted equipment, technical assistance for the installation of the
smart grid and expertise for the collection and analysis of data.
The load management pilot will cost $1.5 million. That is approximately $25 per Watt controlled,
including application engineering unique to the pilot. Although half of it is paid by a matching DoE
grant, it will not generate positive cash flow and we expect to terminate it after sufficient data is
obtained. From inception in mid 2010 through the end of 2012, total project cost to VP will be
$270,000. The benefit of the pilot is the evolution of equipment, communications, software and
customer interaction protocol that will form the basis of design for the full rollout to members.
Pilot project finance details are not included with this Plan but are available.

4

A conventional Smart Grid is an upgrade of the existing electrical power distribution network with
integral two-way communications and control. It includes new time-of-use meters, appliance
interfaces, communication devices, software and applications that allow customers to respond to real
time rates and the utility to induce behavior changes that level out load. VP's smart grid will be
independent of the existing NStar power network but achieve many of the same objectives.
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4. Initial Wind Project
i. Sizing & Scope
The intent is to install a group of turbines that will not generate more than the VP members' winter
load, is large enough to justify the transmission cable and other needed infrastructure but is small
enough to be achievable for a Vineyard organization. VP will keep pace with rising membership
and energy storage capacity by building out the initial project through 2050, when the off-shore wind
farm could have as much as 150 MW of rated capacity.
Offshore wind turbines,
because of their location,
rotation and necessary
size, require complex
environmental studies
covering impact on avian
and aquatic life,
navigation, fishing, views
and other aspects of
coastal interest. An
Environmental Impact Statement under the National Environmental Protection Act (NEPA) will be
required. Because of scale and location, the engineering and construction challenges are significant
but similar in scope to erecting offshore oil drilling rigs. The turbines must be built on a seabed to
withstand the North Atlantic and waterproof cables (similar to NSTAR’s cables that connect the
island to the mainland) must be run to the shoreline. The level of financing required will be
substantially larger than any previous Vineyard endeavor.
While these challenges are significant, none of them are unique to this project. VP will use the
previous experience of other projects -- particularly Cape Wind and Gulf of Mexico oil rig
development -- to prepare for these obstacles.
To determine the right match, Vineyard Power modeled the output of various numbers of turbines
against the current load profile; the result is shown in the graph above. Fourteen of the NORDEX
2.5 MW turbines would meet the 2008 winter load, maximizing displacement at retail rates and
avoiding the sale of excess generation at a time when the average sell price will be low. This is
18

probably the smallest number of these turbines that would make sense in an initial installation. VP
would still have to buy most of its power during the summer when the average price is high. As
stated above, we are using the NORDEX model for convenience because its operational data is
available. When comparable data becomes available, we intend to shift the basis of analysis to the
Siemens 3.6 MW turbine that we expect Cape Wind to install. Turbines of this size will present
scale advantages and shared maintenance support.
If Island electricity consumption increases, as projected in the Island Plan, many heating systems
would be converted from oil/propane to electric heat pumps and our winter load would increase
significantly. Re-optimizing based on this adjusted load increases the number of turbines to 18 as
shown by a more detailed analysis in Appendix F. In this scenario, VP would still be required to buy
expensive power in the summer but has saved a significant amount of money annually.
The actual selection of the manufacturer, size and number of turbines must await the actual site wind
data, load changes, membership roll and costs. For purposes of demonstrating feasibility, assume
VP will have 10,000 members by 2016 and will erect sixteen 2.5 MW turbines for its initial project.
The generation model described below calculates the value of buying and selling wholesale power;
by generating and selling more in winter, we can balance the amount received with the amount spent
during the summer based on the 2008 load profile. The effect is to minimize the impact on members
of high volatility in the world fossil fuel market (i.e., a doubling of grid energy rate from 11.5¢ to
23¢ per kWh would add a $1,000 a year to non-member bills but cost members less than $50). As
load grows toward 2025, the increase in winter load should bring the sixteen turbines in line with
matching that load while still maintaining good net buy/sell balance.
The scope of work includes the meteorological device, the wind turbines, switchgear, controls,
communication, 29 miles of transmission cable, all engineering services, marine construction and
rigging contractors, cable layers, marine cranes, shore support facilities, and project management.
This project will be launched in early 2012 and commissioned in late 2015. The first year focuses
on site determination, preliminary design, permitting and data collection. The second year is
procurement and continued permitting. The third year is detail design and the last year construction.
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ii. Generation Model
Appendix G is the screen print of the summary page and one of the monthly pages in an hourly
simulation of the VP gross revenue model. For the simulation variables selected across the top and
down the right side of the summary page, the table shows the outputs for each month and the annual
totals. For the base case of this business plan,
•

16 NORDEX N80 turbines located 18 miles east and 9 miles south of Nomans Island

•

annual availability of 97%

•

7% distribution loss and 5% underperformance allowance

•

no load management shift

•

10,000 VP members by 2015

•

retail rate to members of 7.0 ¢/kWh

project revenue is $10+ million per year. By changing the simulation variables on the summary
page and a few lesser ones on the monthly pages, one can test for a variety of input conditions.
Appendix I is a CD with this live simulation model. The Read Me page explains the model
workings in detail. A reviewer may adjust any of the input variables – all in red text – to explore the
effect on revenue and other outputs of changes in condition.
The project revenue and some of the simulation variables are transferred manually to the VEP 3
Offshore Wind page of the pro forma model, also found live in Appendix I. For any scenario other
than the base case conditions, the reviewer must manually adjust the draws and payments for the
loan and investor accounts and then the VP draws to maintain a reasonable balance in the working
capital account for the project. (A tutorial is available upon request.)

iii. Cost & Revenue
The sixteen-turbine, 40 MW offshore wind project modeled will cost $185 million or approximately
$4.50 per Watt5. It will begin generating positive cash flow in 2019 at the rate of $500,000 per year.
From commissioning near the end of 2015 through the end of 2025, the horizon for this plan, VEP
expects total project net income to be $32 million. The revenue earned by this project is valued as if
the electric generation rate of 7.0¢/kWh escalates at the general inflation rate of 3.0% annually
throughout the term of the analysis. For the average member household, an initial VP rate of 7.0¢
5

This is about $300/MW higher than comparably sized European projects are projecting for 2014
construction. The exchange rate at which this data compares is $1.255/€.
20

translates to savings of over $500 a year in 2018. That savings increases every year that the cost of
mainland power rises faster than general inflation.
See the pro forma project finance details on page 2 of Appendix H. and as a live spreadsheet on the
CD comprising Appendix I.
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5. VP Organization
i. Structure
Membership in the Vineyard Energy Cooperative will be open to ratepayers on Martha's Vineyard in
return for a maximum membership fee of $975. Each member will designate VP as its sole electric
energy provider in much the same way customers now opt-out of the Cape Light Compact and
choose Dominion or another supplier. The following diagram illustrates the relationship of the
stakeholders and the flow of energy and money in this business model.

Vineyard Power is a cooperative corporation under Chapter 164 of the Massachusetts General Laws.
The cooperative corporation structure allows these entities to approach the marketplace with a
22

mission and an ethos fundamentally different from conventional corporations. Cooperatives are not
driven by profits. Their mission is focused around the benefit to the cooperative's members and, by
extension, the local community. Massachusetts’ cooperative corporations embody important
characteristics that will restrict membership and ownership to rate payers that have a vested and
democratic interest. No person is allowed to hold more than $1,000 worth of the corporate stock –
as measured by par value -- ensuring that one shareholder is not able to accumulate a significant
ownership percentage. Additionally, no stockholder in a cooperative corporation may cast more
than one vote on any subject. The Internal Revenue Code mandates that the cooperative's net
margins (equivalent to profits) must be returned to those who use the cooperative’s services at a
proportional rate to the level of business that party has conducted with the cooperative. For VP
purposes, this means that "profits" are returned to cooperative members in relation to their use of the
cooperative's electricity. Generated revenue is guaranteed to stay local and be invested in new
capacity or distributed as reduced rates to members for electric energy.
When VP is prepared to develop specific renewable energy generation projects, the membership
funds will be used to leverage monetized tax credits, grants, low interest USDA Rural Utility Service
loans and investments from qualified investors with a connection to the Vineyard. Together, the
cooperative members and the investors will govern the iterations of Vineyard Energy Partners, LLC.
The LLCs are designed to allocate net revenue and tax benefits in a fixed return to the investors until
investors are fully redeemed (usually a 10-year financing period, corresponding to the lifecycle of
the production tax credit).
ii. Operations
VP will develop, construct, operate and maintain large utility scale renewable energy beginning with
off-shore wind turbine generators and in so doing will function as the energy supplier to its
members. The energy generated will be delivered via NStar’s wires into the electric grid serving the
Cape, Islands and SE Massachusetts. VP members will get power from that grid via NStar’s wires
and pay NStar as they do now but the energy portion of their bill will be directed to VP at a rate
reflecting the lower cost of wind power.
Depending on the results of the Load Management Pilot, VP may install a communication,
monitoring and control system at each member’s home or business to control certain energy
intensive devices there. Within limits set by each member, VP will increase or decrease the
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operation of those devices in response to wind availability or real time spot price. The objective is to
sell its excess power at the highest price and buy any needed power at the lowest price. This feature
will be more important as members switch to electric heat and vehicles.
Appendix A describes VP business functions in more detail.

iii. Management
The member-owners of VP periodically elect directors at large who set policy. The directors hire a
President who will, in turn, hire and manage staff to perform the work of the cooperative and,
through the LLCs, the renewable projects and the energy supply operations.
Appendix B describes key VP management positions in more detail.

iv. Finance
The Cooperative will finance its generation projects through a combination of tax benefits, investor
capital and low interest federal loans.
Vineyard Power will use the “Minnesota Flip” financing model. This business model is designed to
take advantage of tax and other incentives for renewable energy development.6 It involves an LLC
jointly owned by a large equity investor (or a group of investors) and a local owner – in this case,
VP. In the first phase, financial ownership resides almost entirely with the investors while
operational control is retained by the local owners. During that time, VP manages the LLC and
indirectly operates the generators but most of net proceeds of the project including net energy sales,
federal tax credits, accelerated depreciation and renewable energy credit sales are devoted to paying
off investor principal. After the investors have been paid back at a fixed rate of return, the second
phase begins in which the investors cede financial ownership to VP.
6

The renewable energy Production Tax Credit (PTC) was created under the Energy Policy Act of

1992 and provided a tax credit of 1.5 cents/kilowatt-hour for ten years. Due to inflation adjustments,
that credit is now 2.1 cents/kilowatt-hour. The Internal Revenue Code (Section 168) provides for a
Modified Accelerated Cost Recovery System that applies to wind power generation equipment. This
provision also allows for part of the total project costs to qualify for 5-year, double declining-balance
depreciation. This depreciation method increases the up-front benefit to investors and reverts to the
straight-line method of depreciation after the 5-year period passes.
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In a recession, it is not as easy to find an investor with the requisite tax appetite for the credits
available in the Minnesota Flip model. Congress was aware of this problem when passing the 2009
stimulus package and created a special energy grant program that allows renewable energy
developers to receive federal payments in lieu of tax credits. Under the grant program the Treasury
Department will issue funding equal to thirty percent of the cost of the renewable energy facility.
While this program is currently only available for projects put into service in 2009 and 2010, it is
likely that Congress will extend such an arrangement if the current economic downturn persists. The
ultimate benefit is almost the same and this plan is relatively indifferent to the method of tax credit
disbursement.
The USDA maintains a Rural Utility Service program to finance qualified rural energy projects like
VP’s. The Vineyard is already qualified as a rural community and VP will qualify as a utility under
the program. We anticipate being able to borrow up to half our project capital cost – the present
program limit -- at 3.5% interest with repayment term equal to the equipment life or about 30 years.
There is precedent for this multi-pronged approach to renewable energy project financing. Fox
Island's Electrical Cooperative used several financing mechanisms to fund a wind power
development -- including an RUS loan and the capitalization (pre-sale) of renewable energy credits - to reduce the proportion of its capital from the equity investor. VP will also investigate
supplemental funding sources, including available federal grants.
Renewable Energy Credits (RECs) are assigned per kWh of energy generated by renewable sources.
Electric utilities are required by law to offset fossil fuel use with their own renewable projects or buy
RECs from third party projects like VP to meet a Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) or quota. The
RPS – a direct incentive for renewable project development -- is established by States now but will
almost certainly be national by 2015 and increase as a percentage of total load. RECs are intended
to be traded but markets are new and the price is volatile. RECs also depreciate over about 10 years.
The Masachusetts Department of Energy Resources has set the alternative payment for a utility that
fails to meet its portfolio target at $6.093/MWh. That has effectively set the floor in MA for REC’s
at $6.10/MWh. Carbon offsets are similar to RECs and for purposes of this analysis are included in
the REC category.
VP made a decision in 2009 to discount membership deeply for early adopters, reasoning that a
rapidly growing membership was necessary for project finance credibility. For the first 4 months,
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membership cost only $50. In the third quarter of 2010 it is $100 with regular increases projected
through commissioning in 2015. To provide short term working capital and high-risk preconstruction capital mostly for permitting, VP is offering contingent promissory notes to Vineyard
connected investors at 15% annual interest. These are the equivalent of fixed rate bonds payable if
and when VP secures permanent financing but defaulted if it does not.

6. Risk Factors
i. Community Acceptance
VP will require the support of the majority of islanders in order to achieve this dramatic change in
approach to the Vineyard's energy generation and use. Based on other projects and in particular on
the experience of the Fox Island Electric Cooperative, The Vineyard Energy Project believes at least
70 percent public support is necessary to proceed.
VP anticipates three categories of response to the cooperative: enthusiastic supporters, passive
supporters and opponents.
The Cooperative is developing a core group of enthusiastic supporters, or champions, who will
represent the effort to the island and advocate on the Cooperative's behalf. The Cooperative will
attempt to identify respected stakeholders whose opinions do not polarize the community as a first
step. The second group, passive supporters, is Vineyard residents who are swayed by the appeal of
self determination, reduced electricity prices and environmental benefit. They are candidates to join
the cooperative, but are not expected to campaign actively for VP. The third group is the opponents,
residents who are actively opposed to the development of large-scale community-owned renewable
energy. VP hopes to identify and preemptively meet with these people. These meetings are
intended to address concerns in a direct and personal manner and to defuse issues early.
There is a reasonable chance that VP will not be successful at this due to its own missteps or because
of external conditions.

ii. Miracle Energy Source
A new and groundbreaking clean energy source -- the invention of a safe commercial fusion reactor,
for example -- would turn the energy business on its head with a dramatic increase in cheap supply.
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The bottom would drop out of VP’s business, as it would for traditional energy suppliers. While the
game changer may not be fusion, this scenario is not as far fetched as it may sound. The R&D
incentive for the big energy companies is enormous and they are pushing hard at it. However, we
know of no such miracle on the horizon and the development of such an invention is likely to be
decades long.

iii. Huge Oil Discovery
In 2007, the discovery of large Brazilian oil reserves changed that country from an oil importer to a
future oil exporter. But even that relatively huge strike did not appreciably increase world oil supply
outlook. To affect VP’s market, the oil discovery would have to be large enough to convince energy
experts that diminishing reserves of cheap oil are no longer a concern. The evolution of search
technology and the high stakes driving exploration almost (but not quite) guarantees that, if there
were an existing and untapped world class pool of oil out there, the big energy companies would
know about it.

iv. Effects of the Economy
The global economy is currently experiencing a significant recession: its impact on fossil fuel price
has been dramatic and the brakes have been applied in the renewable development world. It is worth
noting, however, that even with the current recession the long-term average price of fossil fuels has
been on an upward trend of nearly 4% annually for 20 years; $140 per barrel of oil was as much
above the trend line as $30/bbl is below it.
Assuming the world economy recovers -- even the most pessimistic economists expect an eventual
turnaround -- demand pressure on a dwindling supply will return energy prices to their former trend
and probably accelerate it. Renewable energy projects that are delayed during these economic
doldrums will take that much longer to restart once favorable economic conditions are restored.

v. Turbine Disaster
In much the same way that the Three Mile Island accident stopped nuclear power development or a
series of DC-10 accidents virtually crushed McDonnell-Douglas, a major big wind turbine disaster
would probably derail the wind industry. Examples might be: A collapse that kills a ship full of
passengers or an ecological disaster attributable to diversion of the wind in a previously unimagined
way. The advantage of large-scale off-shore wind is that it is relatively simple technology in a low
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impact (although not low risk) environment. On the other hand, there is not a lot of long term,
installed experience. A failure in extreme weather is quite likely. However, consequences would
most likely be limited to equipment damage and an insurance loss, not the kind of public catastrophe
that would affect the business environment. In the case of this eventuality, VP has some flexibility
in its business model as increased generation and load management would continue to earn revenue
and add value for its members.

vi. Private Wind Developers
If enough wind farms are built in eastern New England, it is possible the supply of renewable energy
will exceed the demand, eliminating the justification for production tax credits and other incentives.
That could disrupt VP’s financing for future projects but, given the cost advantage, is not likely to
jeopardize sales from existing projects.

vii. Technical Assumption Errors
The current level of battery storage technology is not sufficiently advanced to support VP's longrange plans. If the battery technology does not advance adequately or if the penetration of EVs is
less than expected, VP will build out in subsequent projects to a lesser MW level.
Climate change could alter historical wind patterns. This seems intuitively likely since wind is a
byproduct of solar energy powered differential warming that creates pressure gradients. An
examination of average annual wind speed at the NOAA’s Buzzard’s Bay buoy reveals maximum
variation of 1.2 meter/sec in twenty years. That is + 15% but there is no discernible pattern and no
correlation to average air temperature. Twenty years is too short for seeing climate change effects,
so we can’t be certain but at the pace of climate change, it appears to be economically insignificant.
Existing wind technology is proven and if the wind turbines do not meet power curve response to
wind velocity, the manufacturer will replace or repair the equipment. If there is more intermittency
to the wind energy at the site than the market can absorb, VP will build out in subsequent projects to
a lesser MW level. Thorough site research and testing will provide as much certainty as can be
acquired as to the suitability of the location.

viii. Local or Political Opposition
A potential exists for widespread local opposition to an off-shore wind farm. Opponents of Cape
Wind have proven to be determined and well funded -- the Alliance to Protect Nantucket Sound has
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spent more than $15 million since 2001 in an attempt to block the development. Vineyard residents
who are determined to oppose any large-scale wind project have a ready-made case study of ways to
delay wind farm development.
Vineyard Power believes, however, that much of that opposition can be defused by implementing a
local, cooperative ownership model. Similarly, prominent politicians who tried to block the
privately developed Cape Wind will be less likely to use their political capital to oppose a citizen
owned project that will deliver tangible benefits to so many of their constituents.
The developers of Fox Islands Electric Cooperative’s wind farm contend that VP should have 80%
support for such a project before committing major funds to its development. Due to the large and
disparate Vineyard community, V.E.P. believes that 70% support is more realistic and sufficient.

ix. Repeal of Tax Credit
Production Tax Credits (PTC) were originally slated to expire at the end of December 2008. These
tax credits, an important underpinning of our financing model for large scale wind development,
provide an inflation adjusted income tax credit of 2.1 ¢/kilowatt-hour for the production of
electricity from utility scale wind turbines. In October 2008, however, Congress extended the
Production Tax Credit through December 31, 2009. For our model to be successful, the tax credits
(or the equivalent Treasury Department grant program) need to be extended far enough into the
future to assure would-be investors that their tax-related investment in wind power projects will
continue to provide a significant benefit through the entire 10-year financing cycle.
Congressional Democrats and the American Wind Energy Association are currently working to pass
a 5-year extension to the production tax credit. Given the stated renewable energy priorities of the
Obama Administration, there is a high probability that that effort will be successful and that the
duration of the credits might even be longer.

x. Insufficient Demand for Cooperative Membership
An ownership stake in the VP will cost Vineyard ratepayers between $50 for early adopters to as
much as $975 for those who wait until the wind farm is fully productive. The economic benefits of
cooperative membership are clear -- beginning with significantly lower electricity prices. It is
possible, however, that the projected economic benefits will be too intangible and/or the entry cost
too far ahead of the benefit especially if uncertain economic times persist. If this proves to be the
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case, insufficient demand for membership could undermine the cooperative plan -- which requires
widespread ratepayer involvement. Lowering the cost of membership is possible but significant
reduction will undermine investor confidence and yet require even more investors to underwrite
early cash flow.
Vineyard Power believes that a comprehensive and professional outreach and marketing campaign is
required to explain the short and long term benefits of cooperative membership. Starting in 2011, the
cooperative will also allow members to pay their entry fee in monthly installments over 3 years to
reduce resistance based on up-front cost.

xi. Conventional Energy Providers
Investor-owned utilities with multiple large generating plants powered by a mix of energy sources -mostly coal, gas, oil, nuclear and hydroelectric -- provide energy to the New England grid at a rate
largely dependent upon the market price of these fuels. The rate for Islanders is currently 8.5 ¢/kWh
for the energy generation portion of their power. In the future, a carbon penalty will probably be
added to the cost of many of these generation sources.
Despite the recent dramatic plunge in oil prices, long-term fossil fuel cost trends are rising, leading
to a disappearing differential between the total cost of conventional electrical energy and that
derived from wind.
Although nuclear energy development has been frozen in the United States since the 1970s, it is very
likely that large utilities will bring new nuclear capacity plants on line in the next 20 years.
However, political evolution suggests that decoupling of third party costs for either nuclear or coal
plants-- of any kind -- will not continue. It is also worth noting that private developers are still
hesitant to take on the enormous risk of nuclear plant development despite billions of dollars in
federal loan guarantees.
Our perception is, therefore, that the use of renewables will increase significantly and the differential
in price will shrink significantly as the true costs of using these other energy sources is recognized in
the rates.

xii. Cape Light Compact
The Compact is a municipal aggregator for the 21 towns of Cape Cod and Martha's Vineyard that
leverages their combined buying power to obtain a lower electrical rate. Historically, the Compact's
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incremental benefit over the default provider rate has been small. Cape Light Compact formed a
separate cooperative in 2007 to generate and sell power to its municipal members – the government
portion of the 21 towns. They are more than a year ahead of VP in terms of organization and project
development. They are limited by charter, however, to serve municipal loads (about 12% of the total
on Martha’s Vineyard). Technically, there is room for both cooperatives to operate simultaneously
without infringing on respective market share or energy sources, but there is likely to be confusion
among Vineyarders about who is who. Future consolidation is a possibility but, in the interim, VP
will work to differentiate itself.

xiii. Self-Generation
Onsite photovoltaic (solar electric) arrays and small wind turbines are proliferating on the Island and
a few larger, municipal-scale projects are being considered. These systems offer the opportunity for
early adopters to make some of their electricity and have provided Islanders with greater familiarity
with renewable energy technologies. However, many island sites are not suited for either of these
technologies; their cost is prohibitive for most; and, the amount of electricity generated is not
significant enough to provide power for our island as a whole. The model of an Island energy
cooperative combined with the better efficiency and productivity of big off-shore wind turbines and
the improved economies of aggregate load management will make it possible for all Islanders to
participate in energy generation that stabilizes future electrical costs and is environmentally
conscious.7

xiv. Net Metering
Net metering in Massachusetts allows utility customers who have renewable energy generation
systems to sell excess electricity back to the grid at retail rates. This allowance is capped for nongovernmental parties at 2 MW. Municipalities, however, may exceed that cap by aggregating
multiple systems under the 2 MW limit. This legislative incentive is limited, however, by several
caveats. The net metered electricity does not result in an actual payment – the credit may simply be
used to defray electricity use at a time when the renewable system is not meeting the site’s energy
needs. Additionally, the aggregate amount of net metering is capped at 1 percent of the area’s peak

It would take more than 500 10-kW land-based wind turbines to offset the energy production of
one of VP’s 2.5 MW off-shore turbines.

7
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load. Because of these inherent restrictions, net metering will not threaten the Vineyard Power
model.

xv. Private Wind Developers
In January 2009, the Cape Wind project passed an important regulatory milestone with the Minerals
Management Service. Projects like Cape Wind will have the same, or slightly better, efficiencies
compared to VP. They must also earn a profit, and as a result, VP power will inherently be less
expensive.

7. Projected Performance
The projected performance is detailed in the VP pro forma cash flow analysis on page 1 of Appendix
H. It summarizes the net income from the pilot and initial wind projects as revenue to VP by year.
Other revenue includes contributions and grants. Operating expense is separated into payroll and
general and administrative expense which, for now, is represented by a flat 19% of revenue.8 The
membership investment and the local interim investor is accounted for here; loan accounting is all at
the project level. Net cash flow to VP through 2025 is $6.6 million with cash reserves for
maintenance or decommissioning of about $19 million and a set aside for future project development
of $5 million. This is based on a flat energy price to members of 7.0 ¢/kWh. In this scenario,
investors are fully redeemed and debt is being discharged at a sustainable rate.
Appendix I is a CD containing the live pro forma model.

D. Membership
1. Eligibility
Any resident of Martha’s Vineyard who has an account with NStar for electric service is eligible to
become a member of the cooperative. Residents include year-round and seasonal property owners as
well as long-term renters. The cooperative hopes to recruit most Islanders but membership is

8

Many expenses, including liability insurance, lease payments and staff time are accounted for at the
project level. Recruiting expense is broken out but VP overhead items like membership sales and
office expense are included in the 19% proxy value. This effectively constitutes an operational
contingency.
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voluntary and electric service from NStar is unaffected by a customer’s decision whether or not to
join the cooperative.
A member-owner is entitled to one share of the cooperative at a cost now of only $100 for those who
join by October 1, 2010. The fee escalates $50 quarterly culminating in a maximum of $975 for
those who wait until full operations in 2015. A membership is assigned to a person responsible for
paying the electric bill for each NStar accounts held by that individual or corporate entity9. For later
members, the fee is payable in installments spread over 3 years. By 2014, the full amount will be
due upon joining.
Every member gets one vote, for each electrical meter that person has paid a membership. In the
event of change in ownership or tenancy, a member may but does not have to withdraw from the
cooperative with no penalty (presumes the new owner/tenant will become a member at the same
cost). In the event of withdrawal for other reasons, a member may incur a partial loss if
unrecoverable investments made on his/her behalf are committed. Shares may not be sold or traded
by members except back to VP.

2. Benefits
The principal benefit for member-owners is lower electricity expense. Once the first offshore wind
turbines are erected, VEP expects member-owners to see their electric energy expense decline by
about $500 per year and stay at that reduced level for the foreseeable future.

Non-VP members

relying on conventionally generated electricity will see their electric energy expense continue to rise
so that, five years later, members will probably be saving $1,000 per year.
Secondary benefits include the satisfaction of acquiring energy self sufficiency, a substantial
reduction in member’s carbon footprint and incentives for more efficient heating and transportation.
The value of a membership share will increase significantly by the time such annual savings are
proven but the rules governing public cooperatives prohibit dividends or capital gain based on
investment. All benefit must accrue in the reduced cost charged to members for the utilization of the

9

An alternative ownership model is to assign the share to the site, a meter centric vs account centric
structure. In this case, the value of the share would be transferred with the property title and its
value included in the purchase price or rental rate.
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cooperative’s product or services. So, growing VP asset value will be reflected in lower project
finance cost and even lower electricity rates10.

3. Obligations
Upon joining, members–owners must:
•

Pay the membership fee at the time, between $100 and $975

•

Opt out of the default energy supplier and select VP as their supplier

•

Allow the cooperative to manage, within limits, certain electric devices behind their meter

•

Pay their electric bill on time.

Member-owners have no management responsibility but are expected to exercise the right to
periodically elect at-large directors to the VP Board. The Board sets cooperative policy, audits the
finances and oversees senior VP management.

4. Risks
The cooperative’s financial model does not require any further contribution from member/owners
beyond the initial investment. At the same time, VP’s corporate structure shields member-owners
from potential legal liability resulting from the operations of the cooperative. These points are of
particular importance: After their initial contribution, member-owners are shielded from liability and
further contribution.
There is a risk that VP will expend its members’ equity contributions and fail in part or even
completely. In that unlikely event, members could lose their entire investment and get no future
savings -- but no more than that.

10

Obviously, this just makes the membership share even more valuable, although there is a limit
based on operating and maintenance cost. If the cooperative is successful, it seems unlikely one can
prevent valuation in other ways akin to how coveted Red Sox season tickets or close-in boat
moorings are treated. More work is needed on how to measure and allocate membership share
market value.
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E. Roll Out
1.Philosophy
The idea of a local cooperative utility evolved during the Island Plan deliberations and was brought
to this stage by the Vineyard Energy Project. It is a completely Vineyard concept. That is a critical
feature for acceptance on Island. VP is determined to keep it that way as much as practical while the
idea is in its vulnerable infancy. To that end, until there is a significant (more than 1,000 members)
awareness and approval of the cooperative, we will try to keep all involved to un-aligned Islanders –
excluding political bodies, media or outside agencies.

Subsequent to establishing this base of local

support, we will professionalize and expand the campaign to educate a broader audience and “go
public” with media and other venues. Throughout the roll out, from the living room talks in June to
newspaper advertising and polling in December of 2009, Vineyard Power will adhere to a consistent
and simple message. This unswerving and uncomplicated message will ensure that the most
important aspects of the plan are conveyed to Island residents. The message is:
Why VP? -- Self Determination, Savings and Reliability
What is VP? -- A Cooperative Utility
How do we know it’s right? -- Widespread community support
What will VP do? – Own and operate off-shore wind projects,
Who owns VP? -- Member-owners who use electricity on the Island

2. Tactics
Vineyard Power will introduce the concept of locally owned renewable energy at the community
level – using a grassroots, neighbor-to-neighbor outreach campaign. These events will be staged in
living rooms, road association meetings and similar intimate settings among friends and close
associates.
A trained VP representative will give a brief talk and slide show presentation on the cooperative
effort. Educational literature will be distributed to attendees. After each meeting, attendees will be
encouraged to invite other Islanders to future meetings. In this way, grassroots support will develop
in favor of clean, locally controlled energy.
After this initial introduction, VP will contract with a local professional advertising firm to launch a
professional campaign that will bring the VP message to every corner of the Island.
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F. Schedule
VP was incorporated in November of 2009 and hired its first employee soon thereafter.
The subsidiary LLC for the initial offshore wind development will be formed in late 2011 with
recruitment of investors and debt commitment in 2012. VP will conduct site research and clear
regulatory hurdles through 2014. In late 2014, the construction financing for the initial off shore
wind development will be completed. That project will be commissioned in the fall of 2015.
A detailed timeline is included as Appendix C.

G. Feasibility
1. Objectives
Vineyard Power will undertake enough analysis and research to establish its viability, as measured
by several benchmarks, including:
•

evidence of broad community support totaling 70% positive,

•

outside legal opinion of sound business structure and enabling law/precedent,

•

outside financial review of project finance structure and simulation modeling

•

outside technical review of scope, performance and cost estimates

This is the equivalent of due diligence for investors in a conventional for-profit deal.

2. Elements
The first task, already well underway, is to capitalize on early roll out efforts to build awareness and
support at a grass roots level. It is primarily an education campaign on the benefit that local energy
control can bring to the Vineyard. That involves contracting with a local advertising firm to design a
public relations and education campaign. Expenditures also include the cost of
developing/maintaining a professional website and the production of print and some video
promotional materials. After the early outreach and education effort, Vineyard Power will use
standardized and professional polling to determine the success of the campaign and the level of
support for the cooperative.
VP’s legal, organizational, tax and securities plan has been vetted by its attorney, Foley Hoag, a
preeminent Boston renewable project law firm.
The reviews for financial and technical aspects are similar in scope but yet to be formally initiated.
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Vineyard Power has engaged Richard Andre as its interim President. He is a resident of West
Tisbury, a farmer, a former project developer for BP in Europe and CEO of his own specialty
hydrocarbons manufacturing business. Richard serves part time but will escalate his time
commitment to match VP operations. Three new members of the Board were elected in late July,
2010 and the reconstituted Board, along with amended bylaws, were ratified in the first annual
member meeting on August 8, 2010

3. Budget
A detailed budget for the feasibility phase is included as Appendix D.
[Add more detail from pro forma on operational costs?]
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Appendix A

Business Functions

Project Development
The VP Board and staff must decide what will be built, where it will be built and shepherd the
concept from design to full operation. This process includes literally everything one must do to
achieve success, including:
•

Finance & Legal – Structure and obtain the capital and debt required

•

Engineering & Permitting – Design, specify and manage technical contracts

•

Construction Management & Purchasing – Buy equipment, manage
contractors, ensure quality and ensure timely completion

•

Commissioning – Integrate components and launch operations

Supply Management
After projects are developed, cooperative staff will run the projects efficiently to sustain
output and reliability to generate the vital revenue to repay the investment and create
value for the membership. The relatively straightforward but critical functions include:
•

Plant Operations – Day-to-day oversight

•

Maintenance – Carefully planned maintenance and prompt repairs

Load Balancing
After cooperative members select VP as their electricity provider, VP will have the
traditional utility obligation to provide electricity as needed but will be reliant on episodic
natural resources. Wind will often not be able to furnish the resources to meet the obligations of
traditional utility providers.
As a result, the cooperative will need to seamlessly buy and sell complementary power. The
fundamental activities involved are not ground-breaking: they are well understood and performed
routinely by every utility in conjunction with Independent Systems Operators. In addition, VP will
need highly specialized functions that include:
•

Metering & Verification – Knowing precise energy flows in real time

•

Power Purchase and Sales – Negotiating and administering trading contracts
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Administration
The cooperative will employ operations, maintenance and support staff and manage a
complex budget. As a result, management must keep up with important but relatively
routine functions common to every well run business endeavor. They include:
•

Accounting – Ensuring accountability to members and public credibility

•

Human Resources – Developing and sustaining employees

•

Legal Affairs – Managing corporate structures and legislation

•

Membership Interface and Support

Demand Management
In the future, VP expects to make use of a software and appliance package that can be deployed
through a smart grid apparatus to reduce energy demand at peak times. This demand response
application will allow VP to manipulate customer loads at the appliance level to optimize the whole
system cost using a market response to variable price signals. This process involves applying
existing but recent control technology and some unique software development. The 21st century
functions include:
•

Computer Center & Communications – Sustaining reliable data links to members

•

Field Service – Keeping the members' control hardware running

•

Information Technology – Creating the networks and member interface software.
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Appendix B

Management

VP will have a six-person leadership team that divides responsibility for the six operation functions
– Project Development, Supply Management, Demand Management, Load Balancing,
Communications and Administration, (see Appendix A). The management team, only one of whom
has been identified yet, will include:
President
This chief executive is a professional manager with experience in small company management and
innovative project development. The president will be responsible for carrying out the policies and
vision of the VP board of directors and, ultimately, for the operations and success of the cooperative.
For the early years of VP, the president will also function as the project developer, leading the
efforts to plan, design, justify and sell future renewable energy generation and energy efficiency
projects. He/she will also be the principal buyer of sophisticated technical services. This person has
the key leadership role in the company and must combine the qualities of a superior communicator, a
seasoned organizer and a judicious project manager.
Accountant
This is the company’s financial officer responsible to the president for metering, invoicing, revenue
collection, project cost accounting, treasury, payroll, cash flow, multiple partnership accounting, and
taxes (the Board is responsible for auditing). The accountant is also responsible for performance or
oversight of the financing models and justification required for project finance and external
reporting. Depending upon the size and extent of operations, he/she may have subordinates to
facilitate the work.
Operations Manager
This experienced utility manager is responsible to the president for day-to-day operation and
maintenance of the company’s generators, transmission equipment, control links, communications
and customer interfaces. The operations manager will organize, schedule, hire and supervise field
technicians, plant operators, electricians and mechanics and supporting service contractors to sustain
reliable and cost effective operation. Depending upon the size and extent of operations, he/she may
have subordinate managers to facilitate the work.
Energy Trader
This financial systems specialist runs the trading desk, buying and selling power electronically to
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balance company production with load served at all times. The energy trader is responsible to the
president for maintaining budgeted rate margin and system supply reliability through load and
supply forecasting, desk operations and customer load management.
This position will be phased with the availability of sufficient load management income to support it.
Marketing & Sales Manager
This person is responsible to the president for VP communications, including public outreach, media
relations, recruiting and retaining every island ratepayer as a cooperative member and the promotion
of heat pumps and electric vehicles. He/she will have a critical role as the face of the organization
and the liaison to the island community, ensuring that Vineyard residents are comfortable with VP’s
transparency and that the cooperative is remaining faithful to its community-benefit foundation.
Administrator
Responsible to the president for Human Resources, legal, internal IT, facilities, and office
operations.
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Appendix C

TIMELINE

Incorporated Vineyard Power

November 2009

Launched public education and outreach program

November 2009

Hired VP President

November 2009

Recruited 500th cooperative member

May 2010

Recruit 2,000th member

April 2011

Specify the initial project & finance model

August 2011

Incorporate Vineyard Energy Partners 3 (VEP3)

December 2011

Negotiate MOU with traditional power supplier

January 2012

Data collection from Met buoy begins

February 2012

Publish solicitation for VEP3 investors

March 2012

Recruit investors for VEP3 equity

June-September 2012

Clear all permits & order WTG’s

July 2013

Sign distribution contract with NStar

September 2014

Close VEP3 construction loan and permanent financing

November 2014

Commission first large wind project

September 2015
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Appendix D

FEASIBILITY BUDGET

Legal costs related to the development of the cooperative:
Formation of LLC (10 Atty. hours @ $150/hr)
Securities compliance (20 Atty. hours @ $150/hr)
Cooperative/Tax Expertise (20 Senior Atty. hours @ $400/hr)
LLC operating agreements (20 Senior Atty. hours @ $400/hr)
Negotiate contracts (20 Senior Atty. hours @ $400/hr)

$1,500
$3,000
$8,000
$8,000
$8,000
$28,500

Financial Consulting costs:
Structuring and advising on financing
(20 Hours @ 500/hr)

$10,000

Multi-phase, education and outreach program to launch the cooperative:
Polling to identify target groups and develop message
Develop outreach and communications plan
Implement grass roots marketing project
Media (print design, radio, Plum TV, etc)

$20,000
$20,000
$40,000
$20,000
$100,000

Professional Web site:
12 months of hosting service and support

$2,000

Vineyard Power support:
Management and Planning (1200 staff hours @ $50/hr)
Materials (stationery, office supplies)
Rent/Utilities

TOTAL FOR COOPERATIVE DEVELOPMENT:
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$60,000
$4,000
$6,000
$70,000
$210,500

Appendix E

Island Plan Excerpt
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(2 page pre-printed summary)
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Appendix F

2025 MV Load Analysis
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Appendix G

Energy Sales Models
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Appendix H

Pro Forma Income Statement
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Appendix I

Live Model Files

(load data, wind energy, pro forma)

[this is a CD included with book]

Appendix J

Sources and References

Paul F. Pimentel, PE
Sr VP, Engineering
NORESCO
PO Box 9000-221
Edgartown, MA 02539
Idaho National Energy Laboratory
Martha’s Vineyard Commission
Island Plan
Energy & Waste Group
Oak Bluffs, MA
Robert Laurita
New England Independent System Operator
Westborough, MA
Frank Gundal, PE
Manager, Ancillary Products & Services
NStar
One NStar way, SW360
Westwood, MA 02090-9230
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